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Modernize the debt 

servicing experience.

Retail and commercial debt have been serviced the same way for decades — 
manually. If portfolio volume increases or the market shifts, servicers are forced to 
hire more people or do more with less.  

Loan servicing has historically been analog and inefficient. Interactions that should 
be simple often require multiple handoffs. The status quo approach is expensive, 
error-prone and limits the opportunity to grow revenue from existing customer 
relationships.

Constant has reimagined debt servicing. Its Modern Loan Servicing (MLS) platform 
automates labor intensive servicing tasks and moves them online so customers 
can self-serve. Borrowers who call for help or visit the branch receive the same 
experience ensuring standard policy application across customer service channels.



By automating tasks that normally require phone calls or emails, borrowers get 
answers faster. This in turn frees up servicing teams to manage more complex 
tasks, increases efficiency and reduces servicing costs.

The state of loan / lease servicing

A move to digital self-service

Digital self-service on top of your 
existing core platforms.

Increase efficiency
Many error-prone processes and 
workflows are automated.

Accelerate response
Respond rapidly to borrowers, market 
changes, and regulatory requirements.

Reduce servicing costs
Lower total cost to serve and operate.

Generate revenue
Leverage the servicing experience to offer 
new products or skip-a-pay for a fee.
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Transform your borrower experience, fast.

Lead the change to customer-centric 
loan servicing.

Constant brings modern loan servicing tools to modern borrowers. We’ve 
automated many loan management tasks to reduce servicing costs and the risk 
of consumer harm.
 

We know that internal technology resources are difficult to secure. Our team 
handles most of the integration to accelerate onboarding. With megabanks 
investing heavily in digitization and fintech lenders constantly rolling out new 
features, we help servicers compete head-to-head.

Modern Loan Servicing automates servicing tasks end-to-end and 
moves them online so borrowers can self-serve.

Real-time options for borrowers to pay via pre-integrated providers

Real-time payoff quotes

Due date and pay frequency changes

'What if' scenario planning and borrower education

Personalized notifications to drive revenue within the servicing experience

Loyalty, skip-a-pay programs for a fee

Hardship relief extensions and modifications

Active duty servicemember benefits
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<120
days to 
implement

1/3
the cost to build an 
internal platform

30-50%
reduced cost to

service a loan



About Constant’s Modern 
Loan Servicing Platform.
MLS is a fully configurable and parameterized platform that goes beyond user 
interface improvements.  

Most internally-built customer portals aim to improve only the look and feel of the 
customer experience. Rather than automating tasks end-to-end, service providers 
tend to offer intake forms online to collect borrower information. The tasks still end up 
in the back-office fulfillment queue with customers waiting 7-10 days for answers.  

Constant's MLS platform offers full automation for most high volume and highly 
regulated servicing tasks. Our flexible and scalable infrastructure is the engine that 
drives this.  

Cloud-native platform 

Responsive web design 

Modern APIs for data exchange

Microservices-based architecture

White-labeled application

Real-time data processing via API 

or batch processing 
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Servicers can pivot quickly 
to respond to market 
changes.
Modern Loan Servicing enables clients to apply their own credit policies, checks and 
controls across multiple loan types. For example, if there is a natural disaster or storm, 
servicers simply select an icon, name the disaster, choose which counties are affected, 
and set the parameters for who gets what type of relief option (e.g. extension, deferral, 
modification) for each portfolio and/or loan type.  

A new program can be created in minutes, and borrowers can self-serve immediately. 
Whether it’s extending hardship relief or responding to regulatory changes, clients can 
deliver a modern experience that customers demand — and quickly adjust to market 
changes with tools that improve response times, accelerate processing and reduce 
costs.

FOREST FIRE HARDSHIP

Relief Option
Modification

Texas Winter Storm

Relief Option
Modification

Texas Winter Storm

Relief Option
Modification

Covid-19

Relief Option
Repayment Plan

Texas Winter 

Relief Option
Modification

Texas Winter Storm

Relief Option
Modification

Add Custom Hardship

Confirm Cancel

Hardship

Texas Winter Storm

Relief Option

Extension

Create a pair of relationships with Custom Hardship and Relief Option.
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Make personalized offers 
within the servicing 
experience.
We’ve made it easy to display timely and personalized product offers within the 
servicing experience.  Borrowers can see offers to get pre-approved for a new loan, 
refinance an existing loan, or lower payments through a rate drop. 

Constant’s Modern Loan Servicing platform creates additional revenue streams within 
the servicing experience.
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“Claim this offer” banner for all or pre-qualified borrowers.

Track reason for payoff quote requests. Redirect borrowers to 

new product offers or programs based on reason.

Proactively asking if the borrower wants to refinance or upgrade 
in the What If Scenarios widget.

There are multiple ways to display product 
offers:

Claim this offer
Great News!
You are eligible for a refinance offer that may help reduce your payment.

Want to Upgrade

Upgrade

Apply to upgrade your vehicle here

Want to Refinance?

Refinance

Apply to refinance your vehicle here



Modern Loan Servicing 
Framework
Our framework allows for out-of-the-box applications and facilitates future growth 
and development.

A widget-based and multi-portfolio solution so users can design 
their own process and turn on or off features as needed.

An automated underwriting engine for affordability analysis 
for refinancings and pre-approvals. MLS also integrates with other 

decision engines.

Access to pre-integrated solutions for payment processing, 
credit reports, VOE/VOI, open banking, asset valuation, 
document management, eSign and more.

An API-first approach to expand access to external sources 
for ease of integration and adding third-party features.

A scalable, cloud-native infrastructure to grow with the user.

Audit features for improved security.

MLS offers:

Constant’s MLS Platform

Widget-based
Decision engines

Integrations

Scalability

API-first

Audit & Security

Cloud-native Infrastructure
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Why adopt MLS today?
Respond to borrowers’ growing demand to 
self-serve for all financial tasks.

Increase engagement and retention by accelerating 
response times, expanding self-service and digitizing 
the customer experience.

Lower servicing costs through end-to-end automation 
of high volume transactions and by allowing borrowers 
to self-serve.

Reduce risk by minimizing manual workflows and errors.

Improve compliance by increased transparency, 
simplified borrower tasks, and real-time audits of 
completed tasks.

Increase income by providing timely, personalized 
product offers within the loan servicing experience.

Compete with fintechs that have lower efficiency ratios  
by leveraging technology.

hello@constant.aiContact Us
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Interested in learning more?  

mailto:hello@constant.ai

